If you produce gray iron castings, ductile iron, stampings or process metals from bar stock, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel or any other combination of metals, you undoubtedly battle the evils of rust. You can try to fight it with hazardous solvents, messy-oil based RPs, or a basic VCI (vapor corrosion inhibitor) film, but, you’re using a soft mallet when you should be using a sledge hammer!

ARMOR has got your rust prevention “sledge hammer” – it’s ARMOR FOUNDRY Film™, a film developed specifically to protect metals exposed to the harsh conditions of metal foundries, stamping plants, machine shops and other metal processing facilities. FOUNDRY Film is constructed for strength, puncture resistance and contains ARMOR’s proprietary vapor corrosion inhibitor (VCI) Nanotechnology™, which emits corrosion-inhibiting vapors to prevent rust.

FORGED TO PROTECT
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ARMOR FOUNDRY FILM BENEFITS

- EASY-TO-USE: place clean metal pieces in FOUNDRY Film™ lined bin and close
- ECO-FRIENDLY: made partially from recycled ARMOR VCI film combined with virgin ARMOR resin
- COST EFFECTIVE: recycled materials allow for economical pricing
- DUAL PROTECTION: combined benefit of barrier and rust prevention protection
- FOUNDRY-SPECIFIC DESIGN: constructed for strength/puncture resistance; dark gray color hides metal dust/imperfections
- SAFE: rust prevention free of oils, solvents and other harsh chemicals
- SEEING IS BELIEVING: patented Bright Idea Technology™ provides visible proof of VCI

TAKING THE WORK OUT OF YOUR WORKDAY
Metal Industries’ New Found Friend

The foundry industry has a rich heritage in recycling, and with the formulation of FOUNDRY Film, ARMOR has followed suit. Made of recycled VCI film, FOUNDRY Film contains remnants of ARMOR VCI film that at one time would have been scrapped due to color inconsistencies. Instead, ARMOR recycles these remnants as part of the FOUNDRY Film manufacturing process, thereby reducing ARMOR’s operational waste, decreasing the cost of film; while at the same time increasing performance. Forged to protect, FOUNDRY Film is proof positive that you really can get more for less!